Sermon Study Guide

In a time when the whole world seems to be on the edge of a cliff, teetering. Is
there a way to be safe, secure and without fear? A way to live a life that money
can’t buy? In this ongoing series, through scripture, Pastor Jimmy reveals a 10step path to LIVING A LIFE THAT MONEY CAN’T BUY.
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How To Use Guide
To derive the greatest benefit from this guide, consider the following.
First, listen intently to the sermon (in person is best) online is available.
Second, take the time to look up the scriptures included in the sermon.
Prayerfully consider their application in your own life.
Third, use a journal or notebook to make notes of your answers to each
sermon’s questions and application challenges.
Forth, invest specific time in prayer and in the Word of God to consult with
the Holy Spirit. Write down the scriptures or insights He reveals to you.
Finally, take action! Whatever the Lord tells you do according to His Word, do it.
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Title of this morning teaching is,

What do you need?
THE ABILITY TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN WANTS AND NEEDS IS A SIGN OF MATURITY

The immature can not make that distinction which is why they will declare that
they NEED things that they actually WANT but don’t NEED
This is why the immature need governors in their life to make sure that they get
what they need and don’t harm themselves by only pursuing what they want.
In any area of life you can harm yourself if you only get what you want at the
expense of what you need.
The financially immature will spend their way into poverty
The physically immature may eat their way into obesity
The emotionally immature may relate only with the toxic
* Getting what you want at the expense of what you need is harmful
Children don’t seem to know what they need, they certainly know what they
want, but a good parent makes sure they get what the need first.
Gal 4:1-2 (NASB) Now I say, as long as the heir is a child, he does not differ at all
from a slave although he is owner of everything, [2] but he is under guardians
and managers until the date set by the father.
The mature focus on getting what they need so they can enjoy what they want.
As committed followers of Christ there are lots of things we want and God wants
us to have those things
Psa 37:4 (NASB) Delight yourself in the LORD; And He will give you the desires of
your heart.
Psa 20:4 (NLT) May he grant your heart’s desires and make all your plans
succeed.
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1Ti 6:17 (NASB) …. God, who richly supplies us with all things to enjoy.
As dedicated followers of Christ there are lots of things we want and a few
things we need and that is what I want to talk about today.

What do you need?
To be healthy, strong and vibrant disciples of Christ we must focus on what we
need.
I want to focus exclusively on what the new testament says we need but there is
one thing that we need that the New Testament doesn't expressly state that we
need it but the entirety of scripture makes it clear that all people need God.
Not a simple awareness of God; not an intellectual agreement that God exist
but an intimate passionate all-consuming relationship with God
Luk 10:25-27 (TPT) Just then a religious scholar stood before Jesus in order to test
his doctrines. He posed this question: “Teacher, what requirement must I fulfill if I
want to live forever in heaven?” [26] Jesus replied, “What does Moses teach us?
What do you read in the Law?” [27] The religious scholar answered, “It states,
‘You must love the Lord God with all your heart, all your passion, all your energy,
and your every thought. And you must love your neighbor as well as you love
yourself.’”
Man was created in such away that he was forever to be connected with God;
man was never designed to do life without God
So we all need the Presence of God
That relationship is the beginning and end of everything.
Before we go any further I want to us to have a common definition of NEED
Need = a state that requires supply
A need is something that I require but that I do not produce. So I require an
outside supply
Ex: I can’t live without blood, but unless there has been an accident I don’t
need blood because I produce from within myself, by myself my supply.
Ex 2: I can’t live without air. I don’t produce my own air. So I require a supply
from outside of myself to sustain myself.
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We all need the body aka the church.
1Co 12:21 (NASB) And the eye cannot say to the hand, "I have no need of you";
or again the head to the feet, "I have no need of you."
I will jump around chapter 12 so that we can see the why of this NEED.
1Co 12:1 (TPT) My fellow believers, I don’t want you to be confused about
spiritual realities.
In order to understand why we all need this conglomerate of folks we gotta see
beyond the natural - the glory of the congregation is not natural but spiritual

spiritual realities.
If we could see into the spirit we would see more than just flesh and blood sitting
beside us. We would see beings of such glory that we would be tempted to bow
down to them, pulsating with light, life and love.
This here is a SuperNatural gathering of SuperNatural men and women each
one diffusing life all around them.
Remember Act 5:15 (KJV) Insomuch that they brought forth the sick into the
streets, and laid them on beds and couches, that at the least the shadow of
Peter passing by might overshadow some of them.
Act 5:15 (TPT) In fact, when people knew Peter was going to walk by, they
carried the sick out to the streets and laid them down on cots and mats,
knowing the incredible power emanating from him would overshadow them
and heal them.
Power emanates from each member of the church.
1Co 12:7 (NASB) But to each one is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the
common good.
Rom 1:11-12 (TPT) I yearn to come and be face-to-face with you and get to
know you. For I long to impart (pass on, convey, transmit) to you the gift of the
Spirit that will empower you to stand strong in your faith. [12] Now, this means
that when we come together and are side by side, something wonderful will be
released. We can expect to be co-encouraged and co-comforted by each
other’s faith!
Do you remember the question Jesus asked in Mat 11:7 (NASB) …”What did you
go out into the wilderness to see? A reed shaken by the wind?
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What do we expect when we gather?
Do we expect to be entertained?
*Like the Romans before us we will applaud our own destruction as
long as we are amused.
Do we expect to be educated?
Perhaps we ought to expect to release and receive an impartation.
In the body there are no spectators only suppliers.
Eph 4:16 (NASB) from whom the whole body, being fitted and held together by
what every joint supplies, according to the proper working of each individual
part, causes the growth of the body for the building up of itself in love.
2Co 8:14 (NASB) at this present time your abundance being a supply for their
need, so that their abundance also may become a supply for your need, that
there may be equality;
No part is insignificant and no role is minor.
You can supply strength to those around you by the way you engage worship.
Chains can be broken by your hearty, “AMEN!”
Turn around and say hello and a prophetic utterance may come out of you and
into them.
The singing of songs, hymns and spiritual songs can cause jail houses to rock,
and prison doors to fly open.
1Co 12:6 (TPT) The same God distributes different kinds of miracles that
accomplish different results through each believer’s gift and ministry as he
energizes and activates them.
1Co 12:19 (TPT) A diversity is required, for if the body consisted of one single part,
there wouldn’t be a body at all!
The Church can claim to be perfect only when she embraces the most
diversely gifted individuals and allows the tastes, instincts, and aptitudes of
all to be used in her work.
Don’t undervalue the congregation of the saints.
Don’t believe for one minute that this is “just a meeting”
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This is Life Giving, Life Changing, Destiny Impacting assembly and Christ is a part!

We all need Patience
I wrote a book on patience because the undisciplined me has none.
Heb 10:36 (NASB) For you have need of endurance, so that when you have
done the will of God, you may receive what was promised.
Endurance/Patience = Hupomon to persevere, remain under. A bearing
up under, patience, endurance as to things or circumstances. is
associated with hope and refers to that quality of character which does
not allow one to surrender to circumstances or succumb under trial.
Meaning that even after having done the will of God things may not
happen as quickly as we would like
May not look like we thought they would
May not manifest as quickly as we would prefer
When you are going through what St. Join of the Cross called the Dark
Night of the Soul

We all need endurance.
Jas 1:2-4 (NASB) Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter
various trials,(when it seems as though you are facing nothing but
difficulties) [3] knowing that the testing of your faith produces endurance.
[4] And let endurance have its perfect result, so that you may be perfect
and complete, lacking in nothing.
What are these trials?
1Pe 1:7 (MKJV) so that the trial of your faith….
In that season between doing the Will of God and receiving the
promise(s) your faith will be put on trial.
Those who endure will receive
Mat 24:13 (NASB) "But the one who endures to the end, he will be saved.
Mat 24:13 (TPT) But keep your hope to the end and you will experience life
and deliverance.

ḗ
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Even when it seems that nothing is working, that we are facing only
difficulties we maintain a fixed hope - feeling of expectation that God will
do what He said, everything that He said!
We don’t cave in, give up our get out.
We don’t go looking for a better place, a nicer place.
We may want to be there but we need to be here.
Gal 6:9 (NASB) Let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we will
reap if we do not grow weary.
Look at this verse
Heb 6:15 (NASB) And so, having patiently waited, he obtained the
promise.
Hebrews 6:15 (TPT) 15 So Abraham waited patiently in faith and
succeeded in seeing the promise fulfilled.
What I am about to say may not sound, at first, like a statement of faith
but it is
We must all choose “a hill to die on”
Have you ever heard that phrase?
An issue to pursue with wholehearted conviction and/or single-minded focus,
with little or no regard to the cost.
Once you know what you will die for, you will know what you will live for
And you will not leave your hill.
Even at 80 years of age you will say, Give me my mountain!
Zeal is enough to start, but endurance is needed to finish.
Ecclesiastes 7:8 (NASB) 8 The end of a matter is better than its beginning;
Patience of spirit is better than haughtiness of spirit.
Jas 5:11 (TPT) We honor them as our heroes because they remained faithful
even while enduring great sufferings. And you have heard of all that Job went
through and we can now see that the Lord ultimately treated him with
wonderful kindness, revealing how tenderhearted he really is!
As we close focus on what you need.
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1. The Presence of God
2. The People of God
3. The patience of God.

Reference books

The Dark night of the Soul / LINK
The Complete WordStudy New Testament.- used to establish Greek
definitions / LINK
Vines complete Bible Dictionary - used for to look up both Hebrew and
Greek definitions. / LINK
Recommended book(s)
Alfred Edersheim: Jesus the Messiah; The Life and Times of Jesus the
Messiah, and Sketches of Jewish social life
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